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Abstract
It is well-known that tone variation occurs in read speech due
to a number of different contextual effects, most prominently
local tone sequencing and downstepping, whereas in
spontaneous speech, a greater variability of tone shape has
been observed as arising from global discourse context. In this
paper we show comparative results on tonal realization in read
and spontaneous speech. Specifically, our study confirms the
effects of tonal sequencing, and shows that higher amplitude
increases conformity to lexical shape in both speech modes,
while spontaneous speech is both more varied and pitch
reduced in the defined f0 direction.
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1. Introduction
Previous research on read speech and spontaneous speech in
Mandarin has demonstrated the wider variability of pitch
movement in the latter, and researchers have attributed the
greater variability to a number of different factors. Research
on read speech [1][2][3] has predominantly focused on
production and perception of tones in read or experimentally
elicited speech. In these studies, a prominent result has been
the elucidation of rules for tone sandhi, and the modification
of tonal shapes under differing aspects such as questioning,
focus, or emphasis.

In research on the relationship between tone and
intonation, researchers [3] have pointed out two theories of
intonational effect, the first in which intensification occurs
when tonal and intonational values correspond, while tone
neutralization occurs when tonal and intonational values
diverge; the second theory derives from [4] in which tonal
value may be changed by intonation such that their tonal
values may become unrecognizable, and as such involves not
only production, but perception.

Research on speech prosody in both tone and non-tone
languages [5][6] has shown that there are a number of
important influences on the prosody of natural speech,
including interactive monitoring activity, emotional state, and
the level of uncertainty, as well as topic organization and
phrasal position. In the current paper, we study how tonal
sequences and amplitude affect the realization of lexical tone
shape, and compare results obtained from a read speech
corpus to results found in spontaneous Mandarin speech.

2. Data and methodology
The data utilized in this study are part of a larger project of
Mandarin speech, totaling over 20 hours of speech. For this
study, a subset of continuous speech of approximately 20
minutes in duration for spontaneous speech and 10 minutes of

read speech were analyzed. The spontaneous speech data were
collected in informal home settings, and the read speech
corpus was collected in a laboratory setting.

Data were manually segmented to the phrase, word, and
syllable level, and time, amplitude, and pitch (f0) values were
extracted from the speech files using ESPS xwaves. f0 values
were automatically corrected for formant outliers via
programming, and slight errors in segmentation among the
different label files were also adjusted automatically.

A total of 5,755 lexical syllables from the 20 continuous
minutes of segmented spontaneous speech, which amounted to
4,737 syllables after eliminating overlapped syllables for
which f0 values were ambiguous between speakers. For read
speech, there was a single speaker, and a total of 2,074
syllables of speech.

Table 1: Number of syllables by tone, spontaneous
speech

Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Tone 0 Total
689 543 731 1425 1349 4737

Table 2: Number of syllables by tone, read speech

Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Tone 0 Total
356 300 318 502 598 2074

3. Variability of tonal shapes
The defined lexical tones in Mandarin are commonly
recognized as Tone 1: high pitch level and flat (55); Tone 2:
start at mid to low pitch level, and rising (35); Tone 3: starts
mid to high level, falls, then rises (214); Tone 4: high and
falling (51), and a neutral tone, Tone 0 (variable). Tone 3 has
two recognized variants in spontaneous speech, a high to low
fall with no final rise, and a short duration, low pitch value
(21). With these defined shapes, we used the slope of the f0 as
a simple shape measure of the f0 values. The linear slopes and
intercepts of each syllable were calculated using S-plus. Since
a quadratic would be more applicable for Tones 2 and 3, a
quadratic fit was also produced for each syllable, and used in
measuring the effects of amplitude in Section 3.2.

3.1. Anticipatory or carry-over: Influence of
preceding and following lexical tone

Local tone sequences can theoretically affect the realized
target in two primary ways, through anticipatory effects of the
upcoming syllable, or through carry-over effects of the
preceding syllable. For example, [1] found greater evidence
for the strength of carry-over effects than for anticipatory
using balanced sequences in experimental speech. In the
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current study, we were interested in investigating if the same
effects on the realization of target tones hold in our
spontaneous speech data.

Table 3: Mean slope in Hz per second, of each tone,
by tone of following syllable, Speaker P

When followed by
Slope of Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Neutral
Tone 1 -78.4 -76.2 -125.3 -35.6 -119.5
Tone 2 -66.1 24.7 -115.8 -16.0 -53.2
Tone 3 -185.4 -76.7 -0.4 -149.5 -97.8
Tone 4 -133.6 -254.7 -248.8 -187.1 -202.9

Table 4: Mean slope in Hz per second, of each tone,
by tone of following syllable, Speaker S

When followed by
Slope of Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Neutral
Tone 1 71.1 -114.3 -51.3 -53.4 -81.3
Tone 2 -23.7 -48.1 -58.7 52.6 -83.9
Tone 3 -211.1 -145.4 -87.8 -98.0 -205.5
Tone 4 -35.6 -233.8 -177.5 -139.9 -119.9

Table 5: Mean slope in Hz per second, of each tone,
by tone of previous syllable, Speaker P

When preceded by
Slope of Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Neutral
Tone 1 -56.4 -35.2 -67.4 -75.2 -102.6
Tone 2 -160.0 -130.0 30.3 -18.5 17.0
Tone 3 -211.3 -163.6 -118.5 -106.2 -26.7
Tone 4 -225.5 -249.7 -122.9 -201.4 -180.1

Table 6: Mean slope in Hz per second, of each tone,
by tone of previous syllable, Speaker S

When preceded by
Slope of Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Neutral
Tone 1 -116.5 -35.3 57.4 -104.3 -32.1
Tone 2 -124.7 -61.5 34.6 -12.3 -1.7
Tone 3 -332.8 -87.3 -149.9 -163.8 -114.4
Tone 4 -212.2 -127.7 -69.4 -151.9 -27.5

In Tables 3 through Table 6, we compare the average slope of
each lexical syllable in the data, grouped by immediately
preceding and succeeding syllable tone, by calculating the
linear regression slopes for two speakers in spontaneous
conversation for all tones that could reliably isolated to a
given speaker, as grouped by the subsequent lexical tone in
Tables 3 and 4, and by the preceding tone for Tables 5 and 6.

According to the anticipatory theory, high succeeding
onset tones 1 and 4 should show a relatively positive slope,
and conversely for low and low onset tones 2 and 3. In
forward assimilation not based on the succeeding onset, a
succeeding rising tone 2 can cause a rising effect. We can see
that there is considerable variability in the slopes of each tone
depending on the tonal sequence; we can also see that this is in
part speaker dependent.

The data suggest that different tone combinations merge
contextually in different ways. For both speakers, the

anticipatory condition is true for Tone 4 followed by all tones,
and both show the effects of the 3rd tone sandhi (33�>23).
When Tone 3 is followed by Tone 1 though, Tone 3 remains
low, rather than assimilating to high Tone 1, but succeeding
Tone 4 has a relative positive effect on Tone 3 for both
speakers, by comparison to other succeeding tones.

When looking at the influence of the preceding tone in
Tables 5 and 6, we see that a preceding Tone 1 has a negative
effect on the subsequent tonal slope. When preceded by Tones
2 or Tone 3, tonal slope becomes relatively higher for Tone 1
and Tone 2 for both speakers, and these results are in
accordance with the carry-over predictions, and preceding
Tone 1 has a negative effect on all tones for speaker S, and for
all tones except for Tone 1 for speaker P.

Both anticipatory and lag effects are found in the above
tables, and the differences evident between the speakers
suggest that the influence of sequencing in speech on tonal
targets may be conditioned by a number of speaker, speech
rate, and speaker style factors. The results given confirm the
results of prior researchers who have found substantial effects
of preceding and subsequent tones on the realized tonal pitch
values in read and experimental speech.

3.2. Influence of amplitude to tones
A range of phonological and linguistic phenomena has been
cited as affecting the pitch values of syllables. Among the
factors affecting pitch are position in phrase, phonemic
identity, emotional and interactive effects, and prosodic
environment.

The results of the current study indicate that amplitude is
also correlated with changes in tonal shape. Prior research
using experimental speech has found that the distribution of
energy in syllables is correlated with tone identity in Mandarin
tones [7]. A key finding in the current study is that in both
spontaneous and read speech, higher amplitude is associated
with a greater realized shape of the defined lexical tone shape.
There are some interesting differences by lexical tone, and
differences between read speech and spontaneous speech as
well, as seen in Figures 1-4 for Tones 1-4 in spontaneous
speech, and Figures 5-8 for read speech. Comparisons of the
spontaneous to read speech in the figures show that
spontaneous speech is more widely dispersed around the linear
regression line, indicating the presence and greater influence
of contextual variables other than amplitude in the
determination of pitch shape, with many more slope outliers in
the spontaneous speech, and a greater proportion of syllables
that diverge from their defined values than in read speech.
For both read and spontaneous, the average slopes for Tones
3 and 4 fall, in line with their lexical definition. This is
especially clear in the case of Tone 3 and Tone 4, where the
calculated slopes in read speech deviate from having a
downward slope in only a few cases which appear above the
zero slope line. For Tone 1, the read speech slope values
cluster relatively symmetrically around zero, in accordance
with the defined flat slope of Tone 1, although for both read
and spontaneous, the overall slope average was slightly below
zero, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Mean slope of syllables for four tones, read
speech and spontaneous speech

Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4

Read -69.59 5.14 -214.9 -301.1

Spontaneous -48.97 -27.58 -117.09 -166.84
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Figure 1: Slope of f0 for Tone 1 by amplitude,
spontaneous speech
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Figure 2: Slope of f0 for Tone 2 by amplitude,
spontaneous speech
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Figure 3: Slope of f0 for Tone 3 by amplitude,
spontaneous speech
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Figure 4: Slope of f0 for Tone 4 by amplitude,
spontaneous speech

Figure 5: Slope of f0 for Tone 1 by amplitude, read
speech
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Figure 6: Amplitude vs. slope of f0 for Tone 2, read
speech
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Figure 7: Amplitude vs. slope of f0 for Tone 3, read
speech
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Figure 8: Amplitude vs. slope of f0 for Tone 4, read
speech
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3.3. Visualizing tonal variations in read and
spontaneous speech

When looked at without respect to amplitude level, Figures 1-
8 also give us a clearer picture of the differences between read
and spontaneous speech. A comparison of the read to
spontaneous speech in these figures shows that, although pitch
level varies more in spontaneous speech, the level nature of
Tone 1 is similar in both read and spontaneous speech.

To analyze the differences between read and spontaneous
in greater detail, we compared spontaneous vs. read speech for
a number of identical tokens that were among the most
frequently used syllables in both the read and the spontaneous
corpora. This comparison suggested that a difference in
speech mode does not affect all tones equally. The contours
from read speech for identical Tone 1 tokens substantiated the
result seen in Figures 1 and 5 above that Tone 1 remains
essentially flat in both read and spontaneous speech.

However, for Tones 2-4, there were more noticeable
differences between the speech modes. As examples of the
results found for Tone 2, Figures 9-10 show the f0 contours for
Tone 2 hai�������	
�

Figure 9: f0 contours of 2nd tone �hai� in read speech
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Figure 10: f0 contours of 2nd tone ����� in spontaneous
speech
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The contours of Figure 9 for read speech show clearly the
defined rising nature of Tone 2, while in spontaneous speech,
the pitch contours, for the most part, are much flatter, after
initial drop. Similar results were found for Tone 2 with other
tokens. This flattening effect for spontaneous Tone 2 can also
be seen from Figures 2 and 6 above, with a greater proportion
of read speech slope measures in the rising range above zero,
than spontaneous Tone 2. A similar result occurs for Tones 3
and 4: the read speech slopes depicted in Figures 7 and 8
reflect an overall falling slope for almost all Tone 3 and Tone
4 read syllables, while Figures 3 and 4 show that spontaneous

tones 3 and 4 have greater numbers of syllables that fall less
and frequently are rising.

These results suggest that while spontaneous speech has
more variability in pitch height and pitch contour, spontaneous
speech also has a greater flattening effect on f0 adherence to
the defined tonal contours. Tone 1 remains overall flat,
similarly to read speech, while Tone 2 is distinctly flatter in
spontaneous speech than in read speech. Spontaneous tone 3 is
less likely to have an ending rise, and tone 4 falls less than in
read speech.

Our analysis suggests that it is the greater multi-functional
usage of f0 variation in spontaneous speech that leads to these
results. In spontaneous speech, there is a greater use of pitch
to indicate topic, provide signals of emotional and cognitive
state, and to signal interactive intentions than in read speech,
�����������������������	������������������������������������
defined shape may be a more efficient use of lexical pitch so
that a greater proportion of f0 variability for the discourse
functions is adopted.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we have focused on a number of specific
characteristics that distinguish spontaneous speech from read
speech. The results have confirmed the overall greater
variability of spontaneous speech with respect to the defined
tonal shape. As with read speech, tonal sequence is an
important factor in how the lexical tone contours are realized,
and these are influence both by the preceding and succeeding
syllables. In addition, we have shown that that amplitude is a
contributing variable to f0 conformity to lexically defined
shape.
Although spontaneous speech is more variable overall, the

data suggest that spontaneous speech has a flattening influence
on the contour with respect to the lexical shape. It is suggested
that this seemingly paradoxical result arises from the more
varied functionality demanded of pitch variation in
spontaneous over read speech, and that reduction in f0 to a
minimum or optimal level for lexical identification can be an
efficient method to utilize pitch for maximum discourse
interpretability and interactive communication, by drawing on
the intuitive knowledge of language each participant brings to
conversation. Future work will investigate these issues further.
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